Given a bipartite graph G with n nodes, m edges and maximum degree , we nd an edge coloring for G using colors in time T + O(m log ), where T is the time needed to nd a perfect matching in a k-regular bipartite graph with O(m) edges and k .
Introduction
An edge-coloring of a graph consists of an assignment of colors to its edges so that no adjacent edges receive the same color. A k-edge-coloring is one that uses at most k colors. K} onig, in 4], showed that every bipartite graph G has a -edge-coloring, where is the maximum degree of a node in G. K} onig's proof yields an O(nm) algorithm, where n is the number of nodes of G and m the number of edges. Hopcroft and Cole, in 1], obtain an O(m log + m log m log 3 ) algorithm. Recently, Schrijver 7] revisited the problem and obtained an O(m ) algorithm.
He also discussed how to obtain fast edge-coloring schemes in case the prime factors of n were small. In the same paper Schrijver left open the problem of nding an O(m log ) algorithm for bipartite edge-coloring. In this paper we provide an algorithm to -edge-color a bipartite graph in time T + O(m log ), where T is the time needed to nd a perfect matching in a k-regular bipartite graph with O(m) edges and k .
Hopcroft and Cole, in 1], give an O(m + m log m log 2 ) algorithm to nd a perfect matching in a -regular bipartite graph. Consequently, our edge-coloring algorithm has a time complexity of O(m log + m log m log 2 ), which improves on the best known time bound for bipartite edge-coloring held until now by Hopcroft and Cole's algorithm. Depending on the values of n and , the fastest method to edge-color a bipartite graph is either the algorithm here introduced or the scheme of Schrijver.
In the next section we describe the algorithm and prove its time complexity. We also show how the algorithm can be used to obtain a ( + 2)-edge-coloring in time O(m log ).
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Algorithm
Given a bipartite graph G, with m edges and maximum degree , the following construction due to Schrijver 7] O(m) edges. Moreover a k-edge-coloring of G contains a k-edge-coloring of G. Keeping the above construction in mind we assume in the remainder of the paper that G is -regular.
Moreover we assume that 3, since otherwise an edge coloring can be found in O(m) time.
An ordered list of positive integers is called a bin. Let E 1 ; : : : ; E p be a partition of E(G) such that G(V; E i ) is r i -regular for every i = 1; : : : ; p. We associate to such a partition the bin (r 1 ; : : : ; r p ). To the input graph G we associate the bin ( ). To solve bin ( ) means to transform ( ) into another bin whose elements are all 1's by applying the following three elementary operations to the integers contained in the bin.
Slice-one(k) corresponds to nding a perfect matching in a k-regular bipartite graph. We denote the cost of this operation by f(k; n).
Split-even(k), where k is even, corresponds to the following operation: Given a k-regular bipartite graph G, obtain Split-odd(k 1 ; k 2 ), where k 1 and k 2 are odd, corresponds to adding a k 1 -regular bipartite graph to a k 2 -regular bipartite graph and then executing a Split-even(k 1 + k 2 ). The cost of this operation is O((k 1 + k 2 )n).
In the following we give a method to solve bin ( ). This method requires at most a single call to Slice-one and has a total cost of f(k; n) + O( n log ), where k . A rst consequence is a T +O(m log ) edge-coloring algorithm, where T is the time needed to solve a perfect matching problem in a k-regular bipartite graph with O(m) edges and k . To solve an almost solved bin, iteratively solve a bin of the form (1; : : : ; 1; b j ) containing at least b j ones. This can be done at cost O(b j n log b j ). Therefore the total cost to solve an almost solved bin (b 1 ; : : : ; b p ) is O( P p i=1 b i n log b i ), which is O( n log ). So it is enough to transform the initial bin ( ) into an almost solved bin.
We need some notations when dealing with bins. When H and T are bins, denote by (H; T) the bin consisting of the elements of H followed by the elements of T. Similarly 
